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KEY=PUNCTUATION - RODGERS ROLLINS
ARE YOU PREPARED TO TEACH READING?
A PRACTICAL TOOL FOR SELF-ASSESSMENT
Pearson College Division Are You Prepared to Teach Reading? will help
students prepare for state certiﬁcation examinations on reading
instruction and self-regulate their own learning about teaching reading.
The concise prep book will be useful for all teacher candidates who want to
self-assess their fundamental knowledge of reading instruction, adequately
prepare for their own state reading certiﬁcation exams, or assess their
core knowledge of literacy instruction if they are engaged in alternative
certiﬁcation programs. Brief reviews of the components of reading
instruction followed by case studies and thoughtful, diverse multicultural
classroom scenarios allow readers to assess themselves with multiple
choice decision-making questions, asking what readers know about reading
practice. ... Publisher description.

THE BLUE BOOK OF GRAMMAR AND PUNCTUATION
AN EASY-TO-USE GUIDE WITH CLEAR RULES, REAL-WORLD
EXAMPLES, AND REPRODUCIBLE QUIZZES
John Wiley & Sons The bestselling workbook and grammar guide, revised and
updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching grammar,
The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand
rules, abundant examples, dozens of reproducible quizzes, and pre- and
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post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college
students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise,
entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple
and fun. This updated 12th edition reﬂects the latest updates to English
usage and grammar, and includes answers to all reproducible quizzes to
facilitate self-assessment and learning. Clear and concise, with easy-tofollow explanations, oﬀering "just the facts" on English grammar,
punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reﬂect the latest rules, along with
even more quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for
students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For
anyone who wants to understand the major rules and subtle guidelines of
English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
oﬀers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH SERIES
CAMBRIDGE ADVANCED LEARNER'S DICTIONARY KLETT VERSION
Cambridge University Press The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary
gives the vital support which advanced students need, especially with the
essential skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. In the book: *
170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English stays
up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can ﬁnd the word you are looking
for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to
avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work
together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CD-ROM: *
Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to
help improve pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you choose
the right word * QUICKﬁnd looks up words for you while you are working or
reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen help with
grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of
interactive exercises

DEPENDENCY PARSING
Morgan & Claypool Publishers Dependency-based methods for syntactic
parsing have become increasingly popular in natural language processing
in recent years. This book gives a thorough introduction to the methods
that are most widely used today. After an introduction to dependency
grammar and dependency parsing, followed by a formal characterization of
the dependency parsing problem, the book surveys the three major classes
of parsing models that are in current use: transition-based, graph-based,
and grammar-based models. It continues with a chapter on evaluation and
one on the comparison of diﬀerent methods, and it closes with a few words
on current trends and future prospects of dependency parsing. The book
presupposes a knowledge of basic concepts in linguistics and computer
science, as well as some knowledge of parsing methods for constituency-
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based representations. Table of Contents: Introduction / Dependency
Parsing / Transition-Based Parsing / Graph-Based Parsing / Grammar-Based
Parsing / Evaluation / Comparison / Final Thoughts

BARRON'S HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE NEW HIGH SCHOOL
EQUIVALENCY EXAMINATION (GED)
THE WRITING SKILLS TEST
Barron's Educational Series

INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY
CRC Press Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures,
Introduction to Probability provides essential language and tools for
understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores
a wide variety of applications and examples, ranging from coincidences
and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
Additional

PROOFREADING, REVISING & EDITING SKILLS SUCCESS IN 20
MINUTES A DAY
Learning Express Llc This comprehensive guide will prepare candidates for
the test in all 50 states. It includes four complete practice exams, a real
estate refresher course and complete math review, as well as a real estate
terms glossary with over 900 terms, and expert test-prep tips.

NEW TESTAMENT TEXTUAL CRITICISM:THE APPLICATION OF
THOROUGHGOING PRINCIPLES
ESSAYS ON MANUSCRIPTS AND TEXTUAL VARIATION
BRILL A collection of 57 essays by J.K. Elliott on aspects of New Testament
textual criticism including examinations of textual variation and important
Greek manuscripts and analyses of printed editions of the New Testament
text, all making the case for thoroughgoing textual criticism.

LETTERS AS LOOT
A SOCIOLINGUISTIC APPROACH TO SEVENTEENTH- AND EIGHTEENTHCENTURY DUTCH
John Benjamins Publishing Company The study of letter writing is at the heart
of the historical-sociolinguistic enterprise. Private letters, in particular,
oﬀer an unprecedented view on language history. This book presents an indepth study of the language of letters focussing on a unique collection of
Dutch private letters from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
which comprises letters from the lower, middle and upper ranks, written by
men as well as women. The book discusses the key issues of formulaic
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language and the degree of orality of private letters, it questions the
importance of letter-writing manuals, and reveals remarkable patterns of
social, regional and gender variation in a wide range of linguistic features.
Arguing for writing experience as an important factor in historical
linguistics generally, the book oﬀers numerous new perspectives on the
history of Dutch. The monograph is of interest to a wide readership,
ranging from scholars of historical linguistics, sociolinguistics, Germanic
linguistics, sociology and social history to (advanced) graduate and
postgraduate students in courses on language variation and change.

ELEMENTS OF LANGUAGE
SECOND COURSE
Holt McDougal Elements of Language 2009 provides practical teaching
strategies, diﬀerentiated instruction, and engaging presentation tools that
oﬀer more ways to reach more students than ever before. In partnership
with teachers like you, Holt created Elements of Language to provide
practical teaching strategies for today's challenging classroom, innovative
ways to diﬀerentiate instruction, and streamlined technology tools.
Designed with your students in mind, this program oﬀers you the ﬂexibility
and options to manage your diverse classroom.--Publisher.

THINGS FALL APART
Penguin UK Okonkwo is the greatest warrior alive, famous throughout West
Africa. But when he accidentally kills a clansman, things begin to fall apart.
Then Okonkwo returns from exile to ﬁnd missionaries and colonial
governors have arrived in the village. With his world thrown radically oﬀbalance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. Chinua Achebe's stark novel
reshaped both African and world literature. This arresting parable of a
proud but powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people begins Achebe's
landmark trilogy of works chronicling the fate of one African community,
continued in Arrow of God and No Longer at Ease.

EXPLORING PLURILINGUALISM IN FAN FICTION
ELF USERS AS CREATIVE WRITERS
Cambridge Scholars Publishing This book explores English as a Lingua Franca
(ELF) use in online interaction within virtual communities constituted by
fans of popular culture texts who engage in creative writing inspired by
such texts. Emerging from globalization processes, ELF, computermediated-communication, and fandom are here conceptualized as
postmodern phenomena, characterized by ﬂuidity, hybridity, and translocal
practices, which include the exploitation of plurilingual resources on the
part of non-native users communicating in English. This study adopts and
applies the notions of linguistic heteroglossia and super-diversity to the
qualitative analysis of a fan ﬁction corpus constituted of online-published
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stories inspired by Japanese media texts, in which fan writers bring their
sociocultural and linguistic repertoires to bear on their stories,
interspersing narration and dialogue with non-English language elements
to fulﬁl social, narrative, and pragmatic functions.

RHETORICAL STYLE
THE USES OF LANGUAGE IN PERSUASION
OUP USA A comprehensive guide to the language of argument, Rhetorical
Style oﬀers a renewed appreciation of the persuasive power of the English
language. Drawing on key texts from the rhetorical tradition, as well as on
newer approaches from linguistics and literary stylistics, Fahnestock
demonstrates how word choice, sentence form, and passage construction
can combine to create eﬀective spoken and written arguments. With
examples from political speeches, non-ﬁction works, and newspaper
reports, Rhetorical Style surveys the arguer's options at the word,
sentence, interactive, and passage levels, and illustrates the enduring
usefulness of rhetorical stylistics in analyzing and constructing arguments.

LANGUAGE DISORDERS FROM INFANCY THROUGH ADOLESCENCE - EBOOK
LISTENING, SPEAKING, READING, WRITING, AND COMMUNICATING
Elsevier Health Sciences Language Disorders from Infancy Through
Adolescence, 4th Edition is the go-to text for all the information you need
to properly assess childhood language disorders and provide appropriate
treatment. This core resource spans the entire developmental period
through adolescence, and uses a descriptive-developmental approach to
present basic concepts and vocabulary, an overview of key issues and
controversies, the scope of communicative diﬃculties that make up child
language disorders, and information on how language pathologists
approach the assessment and intervention processes. This new edition also
features signiﬁcant updates in research, trends, instruction best practices,
and social skills assessment. Comprehensive text covers the entire
developmental period through adolescence. Clinical application focus
featuring case studies, clinical vignettes, and suggested projects helps you
apply concepts to professional practice. Straightforward, conversational
writing style makes this book easy to read and understand. More than 230
tables and boxes summarize important information such as dialogue
examples, sample assessment plans, assessment and intervention
principles, activities, and sample transcripts. UNIQUE! Practice exercises
with sample transcripts allow you to apply diﬀerent methods of analysis.
UNIQUE! Helpful study guides at the end of each chapter help you review
and apply what you have learned. Versatile text is perfect for a variety of
language disorder courses, and serves as a great reference tool for
professional practitioners. Highly regarded lead author Rhea Paul lends her
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expertise in diagnosing and managing pediatric language disorders.
Communication development milestones are printed on the inside front
cover for quick access. Chapter objectives summarize what you can expect
to learn in each chapter. Updated content features the latest research,
theories, trends and techniques in the ﬁeld. Information on autism
incorporated throughout the text Best practices in preliteracy and literacy
instruction The role of the speech-language pathologist on school literacy
teams and in response to intervention New reference sources
Student/Professional Resources on Evolve include an image bank, video
clips, and references linked to PubMed.

INTELLIGENT EVOLUTION
HOW ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE'S WORLD OF LIFE CHALLENGED
DARWINISM
Erasmus Press Alfred Russel Wallace (1823–1913), co-discoverer of natural
selection, was second only to Charles Darwin as the 19th century’s most
noted English naturalist. Yet his belief in spiritualism caused him to be
ridiculed and dismissed by many, leaving him a comparatively obscure and
misunderstood ﬁgure. In this volume Wallace is ﬁnally allowed to speak in
his own defense through his grand evolutionary synthesis The World of Life
published over a century ago in 1910. More than just a reprinting of a nearforgotten work, Michael A. Flannery places Wallace in historical context
and includes the very latest historiography relating to both Darwin and
Wallace in his detailed introduction. Flannery exposes Charles Darwin’s
now-famous theory of evolution as little more than a naturalistic cover for
an extreme philosophical materialism borrowed as a youth from Edinburgh
radicals. This is juxtaposed by his sympathetic account of what he calls
Wallace’s intelligent evolution, a thoroughly teleological alternative to
Darwin’s stochastic processes. Though based upon very diﬀerent
formulations of natural selection, the Wallace/Darwin dispute as presented
by Flannery shows a metaphysical clash of worldviews coextensive with
modern evolutionary theory itself—design and purpose versus randomness
and chance. This book is for anyone seeking to understand the historical
and philosophical roots of a controversy that still rages today. This book
contains an abridgement of Alfred Russel Wallace's The World of Life and
Reverend John Magens Mello's essay, “The Mystery of Life and Mind.”
Michael A. Flannery is Professor Emeritus, UAB Libraries, University of
Alabama at Birmingham. Professor Flannery has published extensively in
medical history and bioethics, winning the prestigious Edward Kremers
Award in 2001 for distinguished writing by an American from the American
Institute of the History of Pharmacy, the Murray Gottlieb Prize in history by
the Medical Library Association in 2002, and the 2006 Publishers Award of
the Archivists and Librarians in the History of Health Sciences. This is his
tenth book.
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ALWAYS ON
LANGUAGE IN AN ONLINE AND MOBILE WORLD
Oxford University Press In Always On, Naomi S. Baron reveals that online and
mobile technologies--including instant messaging, cell phones,
multitasking, Facebook, blogs, and wikis--are profoundly inﬂuencing how
we read and write, speak and listen, but not in the ways we might suppose.
Baron draws on a decade of research to provide an eye-opening look at
language in an online and mobile world. She reveals for instance that
email, IM, and text messaging have had surprisingly little impact on
student writing. Electronic media has magniﬁed the laid-back "whatever"
attitude toward formal writing that young people everywhere have
embraced, but it is not a cause of it. A more troubling trend, according to
Baron, is the myriad ways in which we block incoming IMs, camouﬂage
ourselves on Facebook, and use ring tones or caller ID to screen incoming
calls on our mobile phones. Our ability to decide who to talk to, she argues,
is likely to be among the most lasting inﬂuences that information
technology has upon the ways we communicate with one another.
Moreover, as more and more people are "always on" one technology or
another--whether communicating, working, or just surﬁng the web or
playing games--we have to ask what kind of people do we become, as
individuals and as family members or friends, if the relationships we form
must increasingly compete for our attention with digital media? Our 300year-old written culture is on the verge of redeﬁnition, Baron notes. It's up
to us to determine how and when we use language technologies, and to
weigh the personal and social beneﬁts--and costs--of being "always on."
This engaging and lucidly-crafted book gives us the tools for taking on
these challenges.

GRAMMAR USAGE AND MECHANICS
LANGUAGE SKILLS PRACTICE FIFTH COURSE
Holt Rinehart & Winston

THE GIVER
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy
approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the
Elders, but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver,
who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.

INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS BIOMECHANICS
ANALYSING HUMAN MOVEMENT PATTERNS
Routledge First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
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CRACKING THE ACT, 2010
Princeton Review A guide to preparing for the ACT, based on the Princeton
Review coaching course, oﬀers advice on test-taking, speciﬁc suggestions
for each section of the exam, and four full-length practice exams with
answers and explanations.

THE WRITER'S WORLD: WRITING PROCESS
Prentice Hall The Writer's World addresses the diverse needs of your
students by meeting the needs of nonnative English speakers, visual
learners and students with varying skill levels! Now, The Writer's World
addresses the diverse needs of instructors! Prentice Hall is proud to oﬀer
The Writer's World: Paragraphs and Essays in four individual volumes.
Developed to provide maximum ﬂexibility for both instructors and
students, the volumes were created directly from the pages of The Writer's
World: Paragraphs and Essays by Lynne Gaetz and Suneeti Phadke. Volume
one, The Writer's World: Writing Process, teaches students (1) how to
formulate ideas (Exploring), (2) how to expand, organize, and present
those ideas in a piece of writing (Developing), and (3) how to polish writing
so that they convey their message as clearly as possible (Revising and
Editing). The result is that writing a paragraph or an essay becomes far
less daunting because students have speciﬁc steps to follow.

R FOR DATA SCIENCE
IMPORT, TIDY, TRANSFORM, VISUALIZE, AND MODEL DATA
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Learn how to use R to turn raw data into insight,
knowledge, and understanding. This book introduces you to R, RStudio,
and the tidyverse, a collection of R packages designed to work together to
make data science fast, ﬂuent, and fun. Suitable for readers with no
previous programming experience, R for Data Science is designed to get
you doing data science as quickly as possible. Authors Hadley Wickham
and Garrett Grolemund guide you through the steps of importing,
wrangling, exploring, and modeling your data and communicating the
results. You’ll get a complete, big-picture understanding of the data
science cycle, along with basic tools you need to manage the details. Each
section of the book is paired with exercises to help you practice what
you’ve learned along the way. You’ll learn how to: Wrangle—transform
your datasets into a form convenient for analysis Program—learn powerful
R tools for solving data problems with greater clarity and ease
Explore—examine your data, generate hypotheses, and quickly test them
Model—provide a low-dimensional summary that captures true "signals" in
your dataset Communicate—learn R Markdown for integrating prose, code,
and results
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WHY JOHNNY CAN'T WRITE
HOW TO IMPROVE WRITING SKILLS
Routledge The authors of this book, both experienced teachers, examine the
controversy surrounding two popular methods for teaching writing -- the
"process" approach and its oﬀspring, Writing Across the Curriculum. Both
have recently been called into question for their ineﬀectiveness. An
alternative lesser-known procedure called "sentence combining," which has
been proven successful in numerous studies over the past ﬁfteen years,
ﬁnally is gaining the attention it deserves. Using the sentence combining
approach, the authors present a rationale for re-thinking and re-tooling the
English classroom and consequently making the entire educational system
work more eﬀectively. This book is useful for teachers at any level,
especially those involved in writing instruction. It is also worthwhile
reading for those wishing to improve their writing skills. Doing the sample
exercises will strengthen writing skills and provide a solid foundation for a
lifelong program of language growth.

WUTHERING HEIGHTS
Diamond Pocket Books Pvt Ltd Emily Bronte was an English novelist & poet,
who is best known for her only novel, "Wuthering Heights: She has written
poems also such as - ‘Poems by Currer, Ellis and Action Bell’, ‘A Death
Scene’, ‘To a Wreath of Snow, and lots Many. ‘Wuthering Heights’ is a
highly imaginative work of passion and hate. Author was interested in
mysticism and used to enjoy her solitude outdoors. This novel consists of
those elements. It is now considered a classic of English literature. It was
published under the pseudonym - "Ellis Bell” The story is full of high
creativity and very imaginative. It narrates revenge also. It revolves
around the main character, Heathcliﬀ. Wuthering Heights is his farmhouse.
Heathcliﬀ is a young orphan, who was brought by Earnshaw at Wuthering
Heights, 30 years ago. Earnshaw loves him (Heathcliﬀ) so much, even
neglects his own children. After death of Earnshaw, his elder son Hindley
becomes the new master of Wuthering Heights and he allows Heathcliﬀ to
stay there only as a servant. Catherine is in love with Heathcliﬀ, but
doesn't show due to her social statue. The story thus seems very
interesting and it ends with sights of the ghosts of Catherine and
Heathcliﬀ. It consists of many ups and downs Readers will Surely going to
enjoy the novel. It’s Heartthrobing and it’s very diﬃcult to getup without
reading the novel - fully.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS STYLEBOOK 2015
Basic Books A fully revised and updated edition of the bible of the
newspaper industry
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MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION - E-BOOK
TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES
Elsevier Health Sciences Master the fundamentals of medical transcription
and meet the challenges of the evolving medical transcription ﬁeld with
Medical Transcription: Techniques and Procedures, 7th Edition. Respected
authority Marcy O. Diehl delivers proven, practical training in the skills and
technology essential to your success, including proofreading, editing,
speech recognition technology, and more. This new edition also reﬂects an
increased emphasis on medical editing and other related ﬁelds to keep you
current with the changing medical transcription profession and fully
prepare you for your role in health information management.
Comprehensive coverage and practical exercises demonstrate fundamental
editing/transcription concepts and boost your proﬁciency in: Punctuation
Capitalization Numbers Abbreviations and symbols Word endings
Formation of plural forms Exercises and helpful hints enhance your
proofreading and editing skills and help you prevent common errors.
Extensive practice and review exercises on Evolve reinforce your
understanding and give you the experience to conﬁdently move into the
transcription workforce. New chapter highlights the transcriptionist's
emerging role as a medical editor and how it impacts health information
management and patient safety. Take Note boxes provide quick access to
key editing/transcription tips. From the Field sections deliver helpful
insight from practicing medical transcriptionists. Updated information
familiarizes you with the latest medical transcription equipment. Live
transcription exercises help you meet the Association for Healthcare
Documentation Integrity (ADHI)'s live transcription requirement and
practice applying your transcription skills to scenarios commonly
encountered in practice. Additional exercises test your ability to edit voice
recognition software-generated reports.

MCGRAW-HILL'S 10 ACT PRACTICE TESTS, SECOND EDITION
McGraw Hill Professional We want to give you the practice you need on the
ACT McGraw-Hill's 10 ACT Practice Tests helps you gauge what the test
measures, how it's structured, and how to budget your time in each
section. Written by the founder and faculty of Advantage Education, one of
America's most respected providers of school-based test-prep classes, this
book provides you with the intensive ACT practice that will help your
scores improve from each test to the next. You'll be able to sharpen your
skills, boost your conﬁdence, reduce your stress-and to do your very best
on test day. 10 complete sample ACT exams, with full explanations for
every answer 10 sample writing prompts for the optional ACT essay portion
Scoring Worksheets to help you calculate your total score for every test
Expert guidance in prepping students for the ACT More practice and extra
help online ACT is a registered trademark of ACT, Inc., which was not
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involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this product.

EXPLORING BUSINESS
VERSION 3.0
WORD 2007
THE MISSING MANUAL
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Updated to incorporate the latest features, tools, and
functions of the new version of the popular word processing software, a
detailed manual explains all the basics, as well as how to create
sophisticated page layouts, insert forms and tables, use graphics, and
create book-length documents with outlines and Master Documents.
Original. (All Users)

INTRODUCING PSYCHOLINGUISTICS
Cambridge University Press How humans produce and understand language is
clearly introduced in this textbook for students with only a basic
knowledge of linguistics. With a logical, ﬂexible structure Introducing
Psycholinguistics steps through the central topics of production and
comprehension of language and the interaction between them.

HOLT HANDBOOK
FIRST COURSE
Holt Rinehart & Winston Designed for middle school teachers and students in
California. Oﬀer teachers and students a method to focus on the written
and oral language convention required by the standards--to provide an
eﬀective way to teach and learn grammar, usage, and mechanics skills.

FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS (BLACK AND WHITE)
(Black & White version) Fundamentals of Business was created for Virginia
Tech's MGT 1104 Foundations of Business through a collaboration between
the Pamplin College of Business and Virginia Tech Libraries. This book is
freely available at: http://hdl.handle.net/10919/70961 It is licensed with a
Creative Commons-NonCommercial ShareAlike 3.0 license.

RULES FOR COMPOSITORS AND READERS ... AT THE UNIVERSITY
PRESS, OXFORD
ORTHOGRAPHY AS SOCIAL ACTION
SCRIPTS, SPELLING, IDENTITY AND POWER
Walter de Gruyter The chapters in this edited volume explore the
sociolinguistic implications of orthographic and scriptural practices in a
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diverse range of communicative contexts, ranging from schoolrooms to
internet discussion boards. The focus is on the way that scriptural
practices both index and constitute social hierarchies, identities and
relationships and in some cases, become the focus for public language
ideological debates. Capitalizing on the now robust body of literature on
orthographic choice and debate in sociolinguistics and anthropological
linguistics, the volume addresses a number of cross-cutting themes that
connect orthographic practices to areas of contemporary interest in
sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. These themes include: the
diﬀerent social implications of self vs. other representation and the
permeability of the personal/social and the public/private; how scriptural
practices ("inscription") serve as sites for social discipline; the historical
and intertextual frameworks for the meaning potentials of orthographic
choice (relating to issues of genre and style); and writing as a broader
semiotic ﬁeld: the visual and esthetic dimensions of texts and
metalinguistic "play" in spelling and its ambiguous implications for writer
stance.

CRACKING THE ACT, 2009 EDITION
Princeton Review A guide to preparing for the ACT, based on the Princeton
Review coaching course, oﬀers advice on test-taking, speciﬁc suggestions
for each section of the exam, and two full-length practice exams.

ARMY, NAVY, AIR FORCE JOURNAL & REGISTER
HOLES
Yearling #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER •
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep in this award-winning, modern
classic that will remind readers that adventure is right around the corner-or just under your feet! Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that
began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather
and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been
unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the
boys build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly
ﬁve feet wide and ﬁve feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But
there are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize
there’s more than character improvement going on at Camp Green Lake.
The boys are digging holes because the warden is looking for something.
But what could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the
truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime and
punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." —New
York Times *Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the
follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from the New York Times
bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
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THE HANDMAID'S TALE
Everyman's Library A chilling look at the near future presents the story of
Oﬀred, a Handmaid in the Republic of Gilead, once the United States, an
oppressive world where women are no longer allowed to read and are
valued only as long as they are viable for reproduction. 25,000 ﬁrst
printing.

CRACKING THE ACT 2009
Princeton Review A guide to preparing for the ACT, based on the Princeton
Review coaching course, oﬀers advice on test-taking, speciﬁc suggestions
for each section of the exam, and four full-length practice exams with
answers and explanations.
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